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The EDf functional space may be derived using 

traits/morphology databases and collections 

(loops = examples of traits used to derive space) 



The EDf functional space reveals functions 

or habitat factors/gradients 

     (Faith 1987 Cladistics) 

G = grazing, S = surface feeding, D = diving 



also allows inference of more general trait 

patterns among species – as predicted by 

shared function/habitat (not shared ancestry) 



shared function/habitat implies shared traits 

– let’s look at 4 of the species 



Talk about shared function/habitat  

by looking at points throughout the space 

suppose that every point has traits centered on it 



In lower left, orange dots are selected  objects  

They minimise sum of distances of black “demand” points  

to their nearest  selected  objects 



Phylogeny and functional diversity (see Faith 1996) 

In tree on left, “P”s marks best 5 species for PD (Faith 1992) 

In functional space at right, red dots    mark best 5 for EDf. 

 PD     EDf  

Faith 1996 Con Bio; Faith 1992 Biol Cons 



EDf = oldest functional traits diversity index 

Now need a useful functional  

traits calculus based on EDf  



under the assumptions of the unimodal model for 

traits we can build a functional traits calculus  



Some traits will be found in only one species.  

Difference in diameter of two circles indicates the 

number of traits unique to a species15 

 

 

 

 

distance in functional space from demand point i to 

the member of set {S-k} that is closest to i. 

Functional trait distinctiveness of a species 

EDf distinctiveness(k│S) 



Species 21 shares traits with fewer other 

species, compared to species 15 



Species 21 shares traits with fewer other 

species, compared to species 15 

Species 21 has higher 

weighted EDf 

distinctiveness 

 

counts up traits in sp21, 

but divides by the 

number of species  also 

having those traits. 



Functional trait complementarity of a species 

EDf complementarity 



EDf complementarity 



Left and right figs contrast two different choices 

for species to add to the set (red dots)  

EDf complementarity is larger for the species 

(black square) shown on the right – it  greatly 

improves the EDf value when added to the set .  

bad good 



Functional trait dissimilarity between two communities 

EDf dissimilarity = sum of b values over all points 



Probability of loss of this trait depends 

on probabilities of loss of sp 15 and 21 



      Sums               differences  in                          product  of 

   pts, species        distances to pts              probabilities 

Probability of loss of this trait depends 

on probabilities of loss of sp 15 and 21 
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Which single species was the best choice 

for a conservation action that would improve 

its status to “Least concern”?  

Action for Near-threatened Merganetta armata 

(species 20) provides a lower value for the 

new expected EDf functional traits loss. 

 

Critically endangered species 32 (Rhodonessa 

caryophyllacea) offers only a small reduction 

in expected EDf functional traits loss, 

because it has a near neighbour in functional 

space that is relatively secure (Netta spp 33) 



The functional space neighbors of 

Merganetta armata (20) also are threatened, 

so protecting this species helps a lot 



Taking into account status of neighbours avoids the 

error in the EDGE program for phylogenetic diversity 

 

FUDGE: functionally distinctive, globally endangered  

The functional space neighbors of 

Merganetta armata (20) also are threatened, 

so protecting this species helps a lot 



• EDf functional trait diversity corresponds 

to biodiversity in the sense of living 

variation 

• Other ecological aspects – dissimilarity, 

evenness, abundance, etc are treated in 

the corresponding EDf calculus 

• Any conventional index defined at the 

species level has a functional traits 

counterpart based on EDf  

– (analogous to the PD calculus) 


